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Optimal ray-tracing schemes in the mid-IR range through the main model

shapes of rough and polished diamonds
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An analysis of ray-tracing schemes in the mid-IR range through the main model forms of rough and polished

diamonds used for determining content of basic defects based on optical absorption measurements has been carried

out. It is shown that in the traditional transmission measurement scheme only a small fraction of the radiation

incident on the crystal is detected due to refraction and scattering in many crystals, leading to decreasing of the

signal-to-noise ratio and to narrowing of the signal levels dynamic range. Practical recommendations are given and

optimal variants of ray-tracing schemes through the most characteristic crystal shapes are proposed. This makes it

possible to detect the maximum fraction of the radiation transmitted through the crystal, and to implement effective

measurements of optical absorption in a wide dynamic range to determine the concentrations of basic defects with

a high signal-to-noise ratio.
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Introduction

Optically active defects in a diamond provide optical

IR absorption (A-, B1-, B2-, C-, NVH defects) and

UV visible absorption (A-, B1-, C defects and N2, N3

defects) [1–7]. Concentrational sensitivity in these two

ranges is different. Each crystal has its own set of

defects which defines its identity. Internal composition

analysis of defects at all crystal handling stages enables

efficient tracking by impurity/defect composition throughout

the path beginning from the diamond mining to jewelry

making [8].

In order to determine the composition and concentration

of the main optically active defects in the diamond whose

concentration is 1 ppm and higher, IR optical absorption

spectroscopy is used [9,10]. The range from 400 cm−1

to 5000 cm−1, where all necessary details are contained,

may be du=ivided into three subranges [11]. Single-phonon
range from 400 cm−1 to 1400 cm−1 contains absorption

bands of the main nitrogen defects for which there are

calibration factors for optical absorption conversion into

defect concentration [12]. Two-phonon range (1400 cm−1

to 2665 cm−1) describes the intrinsic absorption of the

diamond, three-phonon range (2665 cm−1 to 4000 cm−1)
also shows the intrinsic absorption and can additionally

contain absorption bands of nitrogen/hydrogen and radiation

defects [13,14]. Two-phonon intrinsic IR absorption may

be used as an internal optical path length standard of the

crystal [15]. However, at a long optical path, the signal

may be lower than the noise level as a result of strong

attenuation. At high concentration of some defects (A-,
B1-, B2-, C defects) in the single-phonon range, signal

attenuation below the noise level may be also observed

in the IR band. In this case, it is a good practice to

use a measurement diagram with a minimum optical path

length. On the other hand, to increase concentrational

sensitivity for low-nitrogen diamonds, use a measurement

diagram with a maximum optical path length and wide

aperture.

For IR absorption measurements, the required concentra-

tional sensitivity range is equal to 4 orders of magnitude:

1−10000 ppm [16,17]. To determine the composition and

concentration of optically active defects in the diamond

by means of optical absorption measurement, researchers

generally use crystals or plates with at least two approxi-

mately parallel polished faces. However, this is rarely used

for jewelry crystals — window repolishing is used only

occasionally mainly to detect visible internal defects, for

crystals with very rough surface or opaque coat. Most of

diamond cuts are made such as to ensure the maximum

possible light reflection. While for gemology purposes, the

composition of the main defects shall be defined reliably

in the characteristic volume of the unfaceted crystal which

will be present in the diamond after cutting. This is usually
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the central part of a crystal. However, spectrophotometers

and IR spectrometers with traditional transmission mea-

surement configuration record only a minor light fraction

passing through many unfaceted (in particular, rough and

round) and fine-cur crystals — the main portion of light

is reflected, diffracted and scattered at the crystal faces

without penetrating into the receiver entrance aperture. The

situation is aggravated by a high refraction index of the

diamond and small crystal sizes. All these considerable,

sometimes by two or more orders, reduces the signal level

and, therefore, signal-to-noise ratio and results in reduction

of the concentrational sensitivity range.

Thus, it is important to develop the best ray tracing

diagram options in unfaceted and nonparallely faceted

diamonds for efficient optical absorption measurement in

the widest possible dynamic range with maximum signal-

to-noise ratio.

Ray tracing calculation diagram and
crystal model shapes

Ray tracing through crystals of various shapes was

simulated using Zemax software package. The simulation

diagram established on the basis of
”
Bruker70v“ vacuum

IR Fourier spectrometer is shown in Figure 1. The studied

crystal is placed in the measuring orifice plane and exposed

to IR radiation with a wavelength of λ = 10µm and beam

diameter of D = 2mm by energy level 1/e2. The radiation

that has passed through the specimen fall on a 6 cm Fourier

spectrometer mirror located at 26 cm from the orifice plane.

For the purpose of simulation, it is assumed that all radiation

falling on the focusing mirror is collected by the radiation

receiver.

The appearance of the majority of natural monocrys-

talline diamonds is limited by three main geometrical

shapes: octahedron, cube and rhombic dodecahedron.

However, only octahedral and cubic shapes constitute the

true growth shapes of monocrystalline diamonds [2,18].
Very few diamonds approach the ideal octahedron, most of

them are distorted. Irregular-shaped diamonds occur often

and frequently constitute even a majority of diamonds at

some deposits. In addition to the absence of well developed

crystal faces, many diamonds are usually characterized

by distinctly smooth and wavy surfaces. The study

included simulation of radiation passage through several

model shapes describing real natural crystals: 1. Regular

octahedron — simulates smooth-face natural octahedral

crystals. 2. Ball — simulates heavily dissolved round

crystals. 3. —Round cut diamond.

Results and discussion

1. Octahedron

When the ray beam goes through a homogenous octahe-

dron, in addition to refraction, effects of reflection and re-
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6
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m

Figure 1. Ray tracing simulation diagram: 1 — measuring orifice,

2 — focusing mirror, 3 — radiation receiver.
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Figure 2. Single ray path (a) and wide ray beam path (b) through
the octahedron including reflection and re-reflection effects.

reflection from smooth faces occur resulting in the reduction

of energy fraction falling on the focusing mirror. These

effects are demonstrated in Figure 2, a which shows ray

path 1 through the octahedron with edge a = 5mm. On

each face, in addition to the refracted component, a reflected

component occurs resulting in many additional rays, and

ambient illumination and power loss occur. Figure 2, b

shows a wide ray beam path through the octahedron

including reflection and re-reflection effects.

Since faces 111 in the octahedron are mutually parallel,

we deal with the task of light passage through a set of

plane parallel plates with a limited area at different light

incidence angles. We have considered three orientation

options of an octahedron with edge a against a light ray:

〈111〉, 〈100〉, 〈110〉. The main calculation results taking

into account the diamond refraction index n = 2.38 are

summarized in a table. The diagrams of ray paths through

the octahedron show only the rays that entered the receiver

entrance aperture.

Analysis based on ray tracing has shown that the

maximum signal level, when optical transmission of the

octahedral diamond crystal is measured, is achieved in 〈111〉
light incidence scheme with the radiation fraction, that has

passed through the crystal and is recorded by the receiver,

equal to about 70%. In addition, 〈111〉 orientation is the

most suitable for measurements because the crystal may be

merely glued on or pressed to the orifice with its face {111}.
For this a round orifice with the minimum diffraction may

be used. The orifice shall be symmetrically inscribed into

triangular face {111}. There is no light ray offset due to

perpendicular incidence.
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Table 1. The main results of ray beam tracing through the regular octahedron

Diagram 〈111〉 〈100〉 〈110〉

of radiation

<111>

<100>

<110>incidence

on the octahedron

Ray beam

20 mm 20 mm 20 mm

path through

the octahedron without

taking into account the reflection

and

re-reflection effects

Irradiance

–5.0 5.0

Y
 c

o
o
rd

in
at

e 
v
al

u
e

–5.0

0

5.0

0

X coordinate value

23.3%

10.0%

0%

Incoherent
irradiance

Detector image: incoherent irradiance

–5.0 5.0

Y
 c

o
o
rd

in
at

e 
v
al

u
e

–5.0

0

5.0

0

X coordinate value

22%

10%

0%

Incoherent
irradiance

Detector image: incoherent irradiance

–5.0 5.0

Y
 c

o
o
rd

in
at

e 
v
al

u
e

–5.0

0

5.0

0

X coordinate value

22.5%

10%

0%

Incoherent
irradiance

Detector image: incoherent irradiance

distribution

in the mirror

focusing

plane; octahedron%

entrance

irradiance

is assumed as

100%

Radiation 0◦ 54.7◦ 35.3◦

angle

to

the normal to

the face {111}

Refraction angle 0◦ 20◦ 14◦

on the face {111}
within the octahedron

Light 0.25a2 0.5a2 0.479a2

passage

aperture

through the

octahedron

Optical 0.816a 0.868a 0.841a

path

length within

the octahedron

Maximum 0 0.5a 0.305a

light beam axis offset

from the initial

direction

Passage 0.71 0.651 0.687

coefficient

by the irradiance

of the whole crystal
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Figure 3. Diagram of ray path through a 4mm (a) smooth ball

without orifice (1), (b) with orifice. 2 — focusing mirror.

2. Ball

Ray path diagram for paraxial, plane parallel ray beam

incidence on a smooth ball is shown in Figure 3,a. When

the beam size is comparable with the spherical diamond

size, due to high refraction index of the diamond, radiation

passing through the sphere forms a widely diverging

beam — the major light portion is re-reflected and scattered

creating scattered radiation in the spectrophotometer, which

is particularly undesired for UV and visible range measure-

ments. To minimize the scattered and re-reflected radiation,

it is a good practice to use an orifice whose size shall

ensure the maximum illumination of the focusing mirror

in order to achieve the maximum illumination in the image

plane (Figure 3, b). The optimum orifice analysis carried

out for 13◦ angular receiver aperture typical of Bruker 70v

IR Fourier spectrometer are shown in Figure 4, a.

According to the analysis of radiation fraction falling on

the receiver depending on the orifice size as shown in

Figure 4, a, the orifice size shall satisfy d ≤ 0.13D, while

the radiation fraction falling on the receiver will be about

10%, and the scattered and re-reflected radiation will be

vignetted. With a larger orifice, stray radiation is not fully

intersected. Orifice size d = 0.13D is usually maximum

1mm. In the visible and UV ranges, such size is acceptable

from the point of view of scattered radiation reduction.

And diffraction on the orifice is still low. In the average

IR range (wavelength about 10µm), diffraction on such

small orifice will be apparent as the simulation shows.

Moreover, scattered radiation almost does not interfere with

the measurements in IR Fourier spectrometers. Therefore,

for IR range, we recommend to use a larger orifice, for

example, d = 0.5D and even more provided that the crystal

fully covers the orifice. Besides, this removes the high

requirements for orifice installation accuracy illustrated in

Figure 4, b, and, in case of crystal shapes different from the

ideal ball, removes the need for the search of the best orifice

position.

3. —Round cut diamond

In cut diamonds, optical transmission measurement is

hindered because the cutting ensures maximum internal

light reflection. Thus, when the beam is perpendicular to

the pad, all radiation is reflected from the diamond faces

and exits in reverse direction as shown in Figure 5, a. The

analysis has shown that for a round-cut diamond, radiation

entrance through the pavilion parallel to the pad is the best

option. In this case, the light beam is refracted on the

pavilion faces at the entrance, fully internally reflected from

the pad edge and once more refracted on the pavilion edges

at the exit (Figure 5, b). Due to the axial symmetry of

cutting, light exits in the same direction as at the entrance.

In this configuration, radiation passes through the material

on the top of the diamond (crown area). This volume

generally corresponds to the center of the initial crystal,

from which the diamond is cut. Upper edge of the orifice

shall be located in the girdle plane (as shown in Figure 5, b).
According to the calculations, the best size of the round

orifice is d = 0.14DR , where DR is the girdle diameter.

In this case, the energy fraction falling into the receiver

entrance orifice achieves 55%. Further increase in the

orifice almost does not result in the signal increase due to

addition of rays exposed to more than one reflections in the

crystal and exiting in other directions, i.e. re-reflected and

scattered radiation. It is natural that deviation from the best

symmetrical position of the measuring orifice in relation to

the diamond results in signal reduction (Figure 6).
The best orifice size d = 0.14DR is usually maximum

1mm. As in case with round crystals measured in IR

range, we recommend to use a larger orifice, for example,

d = 0.3DR , and to place it above the position shown in

Figure 5, b so that the orifice center is closer to the girdle

plane. This also reduces the requirements for the orifice

installation accuracy as shown in Figure 6.

Conclusion

The investigations have shown that traditional optical

transmission measurement in unfaceted and faceted dia-

monds is very inefficient in some cases due to heavy light

refraction and scattering on the crystal. The best options

are offered for diagrams of ray tracing through the main

model shapes describing unfaceted and faceted diamonds

implementing efficient optical absorption measurements in

a wide dynamic range to determine concentrations of the

main defects with high signal-to-noise ratio. It was shown
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Figure 4. ([a) Dependence of radiation fraction falling on the receiver on the ratio of orifice diameter d and ball diameter D.

(b) Dependence of radiation fraction falling on the receiver on relative displacement 1y/D from the centerline of the ball with diameter D.
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Figure 5. Diagrams of ray beam tracing through a round-cut diamond: (a) with normal beam incidence on the pad; (b) with beam

introduction through the pavilion parallel to the pad with vertical displacement 1y and horizontal displacement 1x of beam axis.
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Figure 6. Dependence of radiation fraction recorded by the receiver with orifice size d = 0.14DR on horizontal displacement 1x (a) and
vertical displacement 1 y (b) of ray beam axis from the centerline/girdle plane.

that the maximum signal level for octahedral diamonds

during the optical transmission measurement is achieved

in
”
111“ diagram of light incidence on the crystal, while

the fraction of radiation recorded by the receiver is equal

to about 70%. To minimize the influence of the scattered

and re-reflected radiation during beam passage through the

spherical diamond, use an orifice with size d < 0.13D
with about 10.5% of the radiation falling on the receiver.

In round-cut diamonds, the best measurement diagram is

when the light is directed to the pavilion edges parallel to

the girdle plane, while the best size of he round orifice is

d = 0.14DR . In this case, radiation fraction falling into the

receiver entrance aperture achieves 55%.
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